Chromosome arm lengths are the critical parameters of the human genome. The physical length is required to scale radiation hybrid and other maps to megbases. The genetic lengths in males and females are required for probabilities of exclusion and synteny, choice of well-spaced loci for inkage tests, and comparison with centromeric maps based on ndunction. Interpolation of new data into a map is possible only when the length is known, including the distances from centromere and telomeres to the nearest markers. Current evidence on physical parameters includes reliable measurements ofrelative lengths from flow cytometry but only a crude estimate of genome size (3200 megbases). Evidence on genetic parameters includes chis counts and linkage maps corrected for failure to sample telomeres, giving an autosomal size of 2809 centimorgans in males and 4782 centimorgans in females. Es-
only when the length is known, including the distances from centromere and telomeres to the nearest markers. Current evidence on physical parameters includes reliable measurements ofrelative lengths from flow cytometry but only a crude estimate of genome size (3200 megbases). Evidence on genetic parameters includes chis counts and linkage maps corrected for failure to sample telomeres, giving an autosomal size of 2809 centimorgans in males and 4782 centimorgans in females. Estimates of the physical and sex-specific genetic lengths are presented for each chromosome arm. Any linkage analysis that yields substantially larg estites raises a suspicion of an inappropriate mapping function or typing errors.
Every science has parameters the accurate determination of which is essential, such as the speed of light for astronomy and Avogadro's number for chemistry. Immense effort has properly been devoted to their precision. The Human Genome Initiative, on the other hand, has not clearly recognized its parameters, which are, therefore, inexact.
PHYSICAL MAPS
The most critical parameter is genome size r, which old studies estimated to lie between 2500 and 3500 megabases (Mb) per haploid genome (1) . A value of 3000 Mb is commonly used as a mean for both sexes (2) . The significance of this parameter derives from the fact that the DNA content C, of the ith chromosome or region is most accurately estimated as a proportion Pi of the haploid genome, and so Ci = PJ'. Therefore r determines the reliability of physical and composite maps. Only if the ith chromosome were partitioned into a complete set of nonoverlapping fragments yy by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis or other methods would it be feasible to replace this top-down estimate by the bottom-up estimate Ci = , j yu. The size ofa genome drawn from a female (XX) or a male (XY) at random is r = A + 0.75X + 0.25Y, where A is the size of a haploid set of autosomes.
Banded chromosomes are represented diagrammatically as an idiogram (this is sometimes misspelled ideogram, which has a different meaning). The relative size of chromosomes in an idiogram is usually based on linear measurement at some stage of mitosis or meiosis and may be distorted by differential contraction (3, 4 
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The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U.S.C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. errors (Table 2) . Cytogenetic counts of chiasmata may underestimate recombination because of conservative scoring, especially ofterminal chiasmata. To minimize this bias estimates have been restricted to arms with terminal chiasmata. The usable chiasma data are confined to spermatogenesis and are known to be much different for oogenesis. Fortunately there is an estimate from genetic recombination ofthe ratio K ofmap lengths in females and males for each autosome, which was applied to the male chiasma data to estimate a corresponding female value (Table 2 ). This value may be too large because telomeric regions (in which there is sometimes a relative male excess) were incompletely sampled or too small because phenotypic errors inflate the male map disproportionately. To some extent these errors must be compensatory. For comparison we take map lengths from recombination among n loci, obtained by multiple pairwise analysis under a supported mapping function and multiplied by (n + 1)/(n -1) to adjust for failure to sample telomeric regions. This correction assumes that loci are sampled randomly from a uniform distribution along the genetic map (16) . Although map length is subject to appreciable sampling error, the cytogenetic and genetic estimates are in fair agreement. Therefore, any linkage analysis that yields substantially larger estimates raises a suspicion of an inappropriate mapping function or typing errors. If each of n loci has a probability E of typing error, the expected bias in map length by multipoint analysis is nearly 200(n -1)e cM. Multiple pairwise analysis on which these maps are based is more robust. 
ARM LENGTHS
The ratio of the long arm (q) to chromosome length (p + q), called the centromere ratio, is consistent in three studies on the physical map ( (18) and used to obtain the first estimates ofgenetic arm length on the now proven hypothesis that terminal chiasmata are included (19) . The last decade has refined these estimates and increased support, especially for the physical parameters that were originally estimated from lowresolution idiograms (20) . In the near future it will be feasible for some chromosomes to supplement these data by esti 
